D FRANKLIN ACADEMY BOARD MEETING MINUTES

DATE: September 13, 2021
TIME: 5:00
LOCATION: Board meeting – via “ZOOM”
BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT:
Bob Luddy Rick Eddins
Bill Francis Judy Nunnenkamp Al Merritt

Call to order
The Meeting was called to order at 5:00 pm. The board reviewed the minutes and there were no questions. Al Merritt
motioned that they be approved. Rick Eddins seconded the motion. Minutes from the August 2, 2021 meeting were
approved unanimously.

Agenda items
Virtual Academy – Denise Kent
With the passing of Senate Bill 654, we are allowed to offer a full virtual option. Prior to this Bill, we were unable to offer
a virtual option. We are now looking to offer a virtual option for those families concerned with the rise in Covid-19 and its
variants, starting second quarter. It would be a full virtual option. They would have to commit starting second quarter until
the end of the school year. Currently, we have 13 students (K-12) signed up for the virtual option. We were very
transparent with what virtual academy would look like. K-8 would have recorded lessons, some ZOOM classes (9-12),
specials and elective classes would not be offered (K-8), because there is no substitute for in-person learning. We have
operated very well the first quarter keeping students and staff safe and feel that in-person is the better option, but wanted to
offer a virtual option to parents if they wanted to do so for the rest of the school year. The virtual students would start
October 13th and would finish out the remainder of the 2021-22 school year on a virtual platform.
Question: Bob Luddy – How hard will this be logistically?
Reply: Denise Kent – Last year was incredibly difficult. All teachers were doing twice the work, they were teaching live
lessons and also recording lessons. K-8 was not able to sustain the band with needed to use live ZOOM classes as did the
high school. Our administrators K-8 had a lot of forethought last year and saved all recorded lessons, so it should not
require a ton of work for teachers. It will be a little more work for administrators to upload all lessons and have them
accessible for an asynchronous learning experience for K-8. We currently have one first grader, one third grader, one fifth
grader, one sixth grader, one seventh grader, 4 tenth graders, and two eleventh graders. I have started reaching out to
families that have signed up that if their child is identified with an IEP and explaining to them that when they signed up, it
stated that the school had final approval that some of these students were not approved to go virtual because there was no
way we would be able to provide services commensurate under special education, which we are required to provide under
the law.
Question: Bob Luddy: Denise, can you send families a statement that highly encourages for students to be in school
because it is most beneficial?

Denise Kent: Yes. The one parent I spoke with today understood our concerns and changed her mind. As of this morning
we had 14, and now only 13. I believe we have to be very transparent, there is no substitution for in-person learning,
especially for children 12 and up that can choose to be vaccinated.
Question: Bob Luddy – Can we make them sign a statement?
Reply: Denise Kent – Yes. Absolutely.
Question: Rick Eddins – Should we go all the way through the school year considering things may change?
Reply: Denise Kent – That’s a good question. A couple of reasons why it’s a commitment…1. we want them to recognize
it’s a commitment. This is something they must commit to. Fluctuating in and out of Virtual Academy is very disruptive for
the classroom teachers. 2. Projections of Covid-19 will show spike up to October followed by a lull, and then a spike in
January. That gets us into second and then third quarter. This is why it makes most sense to commit from October through
the remainder of the school year. We also had a lot of difficulty last year with parents who chose not to send their children
to in person learning, but, sent them to school for special activities. Activities such as Field Day, and other special
activities held at the school. This is what we are offering. We are not required to offer it. This option actually is requiring
me to complete a 29- page report to the State. This is an option for those families that are very concerned with in-person
learning. Is it the best option? No. We were never built to be a virtual school. We were built as a brick and mortar inperson school and that’s what we are focusing on.
Question: Bob Luddy – What if we don’t offer it?
Reply: Denise Kent – From the beginning of the year, I have had a handful of parents reach out to me asking why we were
not offering a virtual option. I explained to them that we were legally unable to offer it until this senate bill passed. Charter
schools were not allowed to offer a virtual option. With the movement in the general assembly, it has allowed us to offer it
for the remainder of this school year. Interestingly enough, the parents asking me repeatedly this year, have not signed up
for Virtual Academy. I think if we offer it, we make sure that it is being offered to students who will truly take advantage of
the opportunity only.
Question: Bob Luddy – If there is a limited interest and the outcomes are not good, can we say that we don’t want to offer
it?
Reply: Denise Kent – We can definitely revisit that. Absolutely.
Comments: Judy Nunnenkamp – If you don’t take it away, we need to include that they may not participate in any school
activities on campus in that document that families will be signing.
Reply: Denise Kent – I have very clearly stated this in the communication to families regarding the guidelines of Virtual
Academy. The only activities students could participate in, which is oxymoronic is sports and also senior graduation.
Comment: Bob Luddy – If that is the case, then I don’t think this makes sense.
Comment: Bill Francis – So what we are saying is that out of an enrollment of over 1600 students, we have 13 that are
interested in Virtual Academy. That’s less than 1% of the student body.
Comment: Judy Nunnenkamp – I would nix it. It’s just not enough students to justify it.
Question: Denise Kent – Would it be helpful for me to circle back around on Wednesday, after the deadline for signups has
been reached and we can discuss further?
Question: Bob Luddy – What do the other board members think?
Reply: Judy Nunnenkamp - I think it’s ridiculous for only 13 students. There are enough challenges as it is in dealing with
the virus.
Reply: Al Merritt – I agree.
Reply: Rick Eddins – I agree too Judy. I don’t see how it’s even feasible for only 13 students. I don’t mean to be
disrespectful of these families. But to run the school and to be efficient and to keep us on track with all the others because
of the virus, I don’t see we have much of a choice.
Reply: Bob Luddy – I propose a resolution, that due a limited interest and need we will not offer a virtual option.
Question: Bill Francis – Denise, what option would those interested in a virtual option have if we chose not to offer one?
Reply: Denise Kent – The only option I can currently think of is to withdraw and they would have limited access of any
other virtual options because every other virtual platform is at capacity. NC Virtual Public School is at capacity. Wake
County’s Virtual Academy is closed for enrollment. They would either deal with it or leave. I will say as a side note, we
have a very large population on both sides of this arguement, that is lacking in civility. I have been in education for 26
years and have never dealt with such uncivil parents than this year. I do understand that everyone is very tired of it. I
realize it, I really do.
Question: Judy Nunnenkamp – Are there any on the list that have comorbidities, or a special medical situation why they
don’t want their child to attend in-person?
Reply: Denise Kent – It is my understanding, that out of the 13 currently on the list, none are medically fragile. We do have
children that are considered medically fragile, others with G-tubes, etc.…none of those students are on this list. I may have

overlooked one, but I don’t believe any are on the list. I can find out what their motive is for wanting to sign up for Virtual
Academy and get a better perspective.
Comment: Bob Luddy – I would ask for a second on my proposal and we can vote on it.
~Bob Luddy motioned that due to limited interest, Franklin Academy will not offer a virtual option. Judy Nunnenkamp
seconded the motion. The resolution was approved unanimously.

PRC 182: HVAC Upgrades and Learning Loss – Denise Kent
PRC 182 is federal funding under ESSER. These are ESSER III funds that are specifically given to charter schools for
Covid-19 relief. Last year we received funding from PRC 172 in the sum of $290,000 that was earmarked for improving air
quality. I have been working with Brandon Hafner and Josh Blalock on changing out some HVAC systems. PRC 182 is for
$666,000. Not sure where the money is coming from but, I am jumping through the hoops to get it. I was a little concerned
about accepting more federal funds due to the entanglements that occur with accepting the funds, but it was run by Bill
Francis and Bob Luddy. We will have to allocate $133,200 of that amount to combating loss. I have written out a plan that
will cover that. In addition, $532,800 will be for capital improvements in air quality within K-12.

Approval of Local Face Covering Policy – Denise Kent
Under Senate Bill 654, we have to discuss once per month, face coverings and whether we are in favor of continuing the
mandate of face coverings. I do not care, one way or another which way we go. However, I will tell you a bit of
information. We have had 50 cases of Covid-19 since the school year started. We have had Covid-19 positive cases among
both vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. We have had Covid-19 cases of students with and without masks. As a
public entity, we are required to follow the Department of Health and Human Services guides on quarantining and contact
tracing. I do know that Union County voted 8 to 1 to abandon all mandatory quarantining and contact tracing. I would
encourage us not to follow suit in the same way right now. I say that because as a charter school, we have a performance
frame work that is completed by DPI. There are about 20-30 indicators on there that we must have. Financial stability,
Special Education, square footage, inspections, performance on tests, etc. Public schools are not closed for performance on
tests but charter schools can be closed. I highly suggest we wait to see how things play out with Union County before we
go and follow suit by throwing away the mask mandate. Along with that, when we have had a Covid-19 case, the mask
mandate has allowed us to minimize the number of children that we are quarantining on average. For example, last week
we had a middle schooler that tested positive for Covid-19. That middle schooler wore a mask and so did every student that
was 6feet around that student. We did not have to quarantine anyone. The only thing we are coming up against (I am not at
all asking for a vaccine mandate), the fact that some of our teachers are not vaccinated which is perfectly fine. However,
under the Health Departments guidance currently, whether the adult has a mask on or not, if they are not vaccinated, they
must be quarantined. The contact tracing takes a lot of time. Our administrators spend 3-4 hours contact tracing every
Covid-19 case. I have to report every exposure, every person, their entire history along with whether they were vaccinated.
Comment: Bob Luddy – Denise let’s maintain the status quo and bring up every month as things change.
Reply: Denise Kent – That would be great. I would like to see how things play out with Union county, as well as what other
charter schools will do. There are different things riding on the line as a charter vs. a traditional public school.

Approval of Bachelor and Tillery for 2020-2021 Audit – Bill Francis
Each year charter schools are required to have an independent financial audit. We need, as a board to approve our choice of
auditors for the 2020-2021 school year. I’m recommending that we approve Bachelor, Tillery and Roberts as our auditors.
They have been our auditors for several years, their fees are reasonable, very cooperative, and knowledgeable. They are
very familiar with completing audits of both, private and charter schools in NC.
~Bill Francis motioned that the board approve Bachelor, Tillery and Roberts for our auditors for the 2020-2021 fiscal
year. Judy Nunnenkamp seconded the motion. The motion was approved unanimously.

Adjournment - No further questions – Meeting adjourned at 5:19pm

